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The Gentleman Mentor

A sexy and romantic journey into BDSM, The Gentleman Mentor is a stand-alone erotic novel. Fit,
masculine, educated male, late 20s. Discreet and forthcoming. Under my direction and guidance,
women learn seduction techniques, how to achieve climax with and without a partner, explore
physical gratification, and more. Dominant, but don't be scared, kitten, I'm not into pain. Do not be
misled. I am pure mischief. But I'm the best kind of trouble. So, what do you say? Do you feel like
being naughty? If you're ready to reach new levels of pleasure, contact me at
@thedominantgentleman. Serious inquiries only.
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Sinfully sexy and scorching hot with a sprinke of BDSM....I really wasn't sure about this read. I am a
huge fan of Kendall's work and the title kind of threw me for a loop. What is a gentleman mentor?
The truth is I did not look at any teasers or promo of this book at all before I read it. I was surprised
to see that it was a BDSM story. There are dominant men and then there are Doms. I honestly feel
that Kendall did a really execellent job dipping her pinky toe into the world of BDSM. Hale is more of
a dominant male than a traditional Dom. The Gentleman Mentor is in no way a Shayla Black or Lexi
Blake style BDSM read. Lexi and Shayla write some serious Doms. The Gentleman Mentor has light
BDSM elements which make it the perfect read for someone who has never read a BDSM novel
before or is not typically a fan of BDSM. The BDSM scenes do not seriously come in to play until the
end of the book.Brielle is your typical nerdy girl next door. She has had a long time crush on a friend
and has not be able to express how she really feels so when she sees the ad for the gentleman

mentor the puzzle pieces click into place and she knows he can help her. She is hesitant in
responding to the ad because hey this guy could be a psycho for all she knows.Hale is a dominant
male that likes working with women who have little or no experience when it comes to sex. He sets
up a contract with his clients and the main rule is that they are not to fall in love with him. He keeps
the number of sessions around five because in his experience more than five sessions can create
emotional attachments and he was burned once and will not go there again. This part of the story
was a little too predictable for me and that is the only reason I gave this read 4.5 stars instead of 5.
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